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In the end, while some may argue that there is a world of difference between the ‘true’ 
modernity of a First World city like London or Paris and the ‘apparent’ modernity of Cairo 
or Beirut, much new research has demonstrated that citizens of Muslim World countries 
are articulating a project of active citizenship outside of the traditional institutional arenas. 
It is a unique modernity cognizant of the surrounding global and transnational current.18 

Whether the different nations that constitute the Muslim World will be able to develop 
a new political culture and a spatial articulation beyond the slogans of traditionalism, 
religious revival, and anti-modernity is yet to be seen. The new claims to citizenship that 
have emerged recently may simply be a response to the perceived threat of the rising 
American Empire. This raises for me the most important issue in studying modernity and 
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The globalising changes that the Muslim World has undergone, particularly in its 
confrontation with the West following the repercussions of 9/11, have opened up new 
experiences of modernity à la Berman. Are today’s exclusive malls of Cairo, Beirut, Dubai, 
and Doha, where the totally veiled mix comfortably with the skimpily dressed, the new 
boulevards of a unique Muslim modernity?20 Will the attempt to reconcile ‘McWorld’ and 
Jihad lead to a new and different modernity? Or will we see a retreat to traditionalism 
without an abandonment of the fundamental premises of modernity, a sort of ‘Medieval 
Modernity’ that deals with the new parameters of survival in an ever-changing and 
globalising world?21 

18 Paul Amar and Diane Singerman (eds.) (2006) Cairo Cosmopolitan. Cairo: American University in Cairo 
Press.

19 Marshall Berman (1988) All That Is Solid Melts into Air. New York: Penguin.
20 Nezar AlSayyad (2006) ‘Whose Cairo?’ in Paul Amar and Diane Singerman (eds.), Cairo Cosmopolitan. 

Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, p. 539.
21 Ananya Roy and Nezar AlSayyad (2005) ‘Medieval Modernity: Citizenship in Contemporary Urbanism,’ 
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Generative Copies: Modernist Architecture  
and Urbanism in Brazil

jaMes holston

CIAM modernism is one of the most enduring, reproduced and recognised standards 
of architecture and planning the world has known. For all the criticism it has endured, 
from every angle and imagination (mine included, see Holston 1989), it remains arguably 
the most coherent paradigm of the architected environment globally. To be sure, there 
are successful competitors. But most derive directly from it in both form and strategy. 
Moreover, its practitioners and sponsors – architects, planners, developers, governments, 
international agencies, local organisations, corporations and so forth – range across the 
entire political spectrum. The global pre-eminence of CIAM’s modernist lexicon may be 
attributed to a number of factors: its formal brilliance in subverting the architectural 
conventions of its opponents, its dominance in architectural education and professional 
organisation, and, perhaps above all, its elective affinity with modernity itself, that is, its 
ability to communicate both the aspirations and the tragedies of being modern – the 
bravado of being able to rewrite history and leap into a radiant future by means of ‘total 
design’ as well as the aloneness of mass life registered in building forms whose outlines 
appear self-contained and detached.

The very success of CIAM suggests a means to address an important question raised in 
this volume of essays: Do CIAM’s globalised standards homogenise the built environment, 
producing look-alike urban landscapes that flatten urban life itself into sameness? A sameness 
without vitality? One might ask the same question of other successful architectures, 
especially those that accompany empire. One might ask it, for example, of the ubiquity 
of the Doric column and entablature, though the destiny of classical architecture as pure 
appliqué gave it an adaptable superficiality inherently unavailable to CIAM’s sculptural 
modelling. Certainly, one of the frequent charges levelled against CIAM modernism is 
homogenisation. By that, I mean the reduction of social, cultural, material and functional 
differences to templates of architectural solution produced through the universalisation 
of a particular conceptualisation of architecture and its conventions of form, space and 
design. My focus in this paper is in part on these conventions. However, my larger concern 
is with a problem of copying, the problem of reiterating and transplanting recognisable 
conventions that is necessarily a component of the propagation of any model, style and 
paradigm, including architecture.
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High and Low Copies

I take as my case one example of such propagation, namely, Brazil’s national investment in 
CIAM modernist architecture. This modernism is on display in all Brazilian cities. Among its 
various renditions, one is internationally renowned for transforming the lexicon of CIAM 
into brilliant Brazilian performances. I refer to the gems of this avant-garde that Brazil’s 
world-famous architects continue to produce – the buildings of the Ministry of Education 
and Culture, Copan, and Brasília to note a few. Although their types and functions vary, 
they are designed by architects – such as Paulo Mendes da Rocha and Oscar Niemeyer 
– who maintain a highly competitive dialogue through them not only with each other but 
also with the ambitions of design professionals globally.

Another performance of this modernism is not well-known outside Brazil. Yet examples 
are found by the thousands in modest residential neighbourhoods throughout the 
country: single-family homes that are owner designed and built, an ‘autoconstruction’ 
(autoconstrução) as Brazilians call it, produced by both the middle and the working 
classes without professional architects. Sometimes labelled ‘popular modernism’, its 
designer/builders are no less concerned with using modernist architecture to narrate, 
to say something about being modern Brazilians. However, their modernist means are 
routinely dismissed by both native and foreign architects, critics and historians as kitsch, 
degenerative, vulgar and worthless imitations precisely because they are vernacular.

One way to bring these two performances into critical relation is to show that while 
they sometimes homogenise, at other times these architectural modernisms create active, 
participatory and diverse publics. The question is, what conditions produce each outcome? 
Surely one condition for evaluation concerns the means and modes of their dissemination. 
Neither ‘high’ nor ‘low’ versions are imposed undesired in Brazil. Rather, both are widely 
demanded and consumed. Studies of Brazilian architecture demonstrate the popularity of 
modernist architecture among all classes of Brazilians. Though most focus exclusively on 
the production of star architects, a few consider autoconstruction among the lower and 
middle classes.1 

*  All illustrations are by the author unless otherwise noted. 

1 For example, James Holston (1991) and Fernando Luiz Lara (2008). There are many historically-oriented 
studies of modernist architecture in Brazil. They may be grouped in terms of the final period of architectural 
production they consider: Goodwin (1943) up to the early 1940s, Mindlin (1956) the mid 1950s (before 
Brasília), Bruand (1981), Ficher and Acayaba (1982) and Lemos (1979) the 1970s, and Arantes et al. (2004) 
and Cavalcanti and Corrêa do Lago (2005) the mid-2000s. On Brazilian modernism in other fields, see 
Wilson Martins (1969). Specifically on Brasília, see Holston (1989) and Holston (2001), Belo Horizonte, 
Lara (2008); and Rio de Janeiro, Czajkowski (2000). Interestingly, I could find no book solely on modern 
architecture in São Paulo. Furthermore, there is very little, if any discussion in the general architectural 
studies I cite above on the density of modern residential and commercial construction in downtown São 
Paulo that I consider in this essay. Perhaps that is because the design of most of this construction is not 
considered ‘star quality’ but only ‘ordinary modern’, and architecture books tend to focus on stars. Thus 

These studies highlight two crucial sources of dissemination: modernism’s propagation 
by the state – that is, its sponsorship in projects built by various local and national 
administrations of government – and its appearance in the media, in ‘coffee table’ magazines, 
television (especially in telenovelas and advertisements), and in trade magazines. These 
sources expose massive numbers of Brazilians to modernist architecture, turning this 
architecture into a widely legible, compelling and innovative paradigm of communication 
about the modern and its prospects for producing new personal, social and national 
identities.

Especially between the 1930s and 1970s, but continuing today, Brazilians of all classes 
embraced the ‘new architecture’ because they saw in it a means to express their 
aspirations to invent new futures that were simultaneously national and personal, the 
destiny of one identified with that of the other. To both the state and its citizens, the 
modernist vocabulary articulated a way of leaping over a backward, rustic, and colonial 
past into a radiant industrial urban future constructed symbolically and concretely with 
the columns, canopies and brises-soleils of modernist architecture. It expressed a direct 
equation: building modern indicates being modern and being modern means innovation. 
Thus President Jucelino Kubitschek justified his support for Lúcio Costa’s modernist 
Master Plan for Brasília in the following terms: ‘Owing to the need to constitute a base 
of radiation of a pioneering system [of development in all areas] that would bring to 
civilization an unrevealed universe, [Brasília] had to be, perforce, a metropolis with 
different characteristics that would ignore the contemporary reality and would be turned, 
with all of its constitutive elements, toward the future’ (1975: 62). This ‘spirit of Brasília’ 
as it was often called – this invocation to break with the past, to dare to imagine a 
different future, to embrace the modern as a field for experiment and risk – was most 
legibly captured in Brazil’s architectural production. However, it was also articulated 
in other important aspects of Brazil’s emerging urbanity, from television and cinema to 
participatory citizenship.

Another way to bring Brazil’s cosmopolitan and popular performances of architectural 
modernisms into critical relation is to suggest that the intense debates about the worth 
of each have the same root issue. It is the judgement that the copy is inferior and that 
copying is inauthentic, if not degenerative. There is a double iteration of this problem 
in Brazilian architectural modernism. On the one hand, the importation of European 
avant-garde modernism to the ‘periphery’ of Brazil is deemed artificial and false because 

there are books on São Paulo’s individual star architects and, in the general studies, some treatment of 
their (star) buildings in the city. However, these are overwhelmingly single structures (often houses) 
presented without discussion or illustration of their urban context. Even the well-known Copan receives 
scant attention and, when it does, it is only as a decontextualised single structure. Is the obsession in 
architectural criticism and education with ‘stardom’ (with individual star architects and buildings) the best 
approach to an architecture for and of cities, most of which will inevitably be ‘ordinary modern’?
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exogenous; on the other, the Brazilian masters of the high modern ‘made in Brazil’ dismiss 
its translation into an ‘unarchitected’ vernacular as mimetic kitsch.

The problem of the foreign copy that produces alienation at the core of Brazilian identity 
is, however, hardly new. At least since the founding of the Republic at the end of 19th 
century, the thesis that Brazilian society results from the dichotomous development of 
‘two Brazils’ – each foreign to the other – is commonly expressed in literature, art, social 
science, and religion, as well as everyday interaction. The one Brazil is coastal, urban, 
capitalist, cosmopolitan, rational, national and modern. The other is backland, feudal, 
mystical, dark and primitive. Most Brazilian authors are located in the former, even those 
who write about the other Brazil. What is curious is not that some despise the backland 
Brazil as degenerate, even though they may describe it as little-known and remote. It is 
more that this Brazil emerges in their reflections as the genuine one, the real and popular 
Brazil, in contrast to the urbane Brazil which is artificial as an European or American 
transplant. The former, unfamiliar and primitive, is nevertheless authentic. The latter, 
modern and urban, is, to use a phrase Roberto Schwarz (1977) made famous, a copy ‘out 
of place’ of European and American ideals of progress, civility, law and aesthetics.

Brazilian architectural modernism doubly suffers this castigation of being out of place. 
Much of the high modern rejoinder to this charge argues that it is, after all, an authentic 
Brazilian production because it uniquely combines European modernism with elements 
of Brazilian baroque. In digesting both, it produces an ‘anthropofagic’ original.2 It seems 
to me, however, that the important point is not to debate whether this or that element 
implies a continuation or reinterpretation of a specific style from the past but to analyse 
the selective uses of the past for present purposes. What the argument about authenticity 
misses is that with or without supposedly baroque curves and decorative ceramic tile, 
the Brazilian renditions of CIAM’s global modernism constitute a copying that is itself 
generative and original. In a fundamental sense, the very purpose of its exemplars (think 
of Brasília) is to capture the spirit of the modern by means of its likeness. Its supposedly 
baroque elements are irrelevant to this project. Rather, it is the homeopathic relation to 
the model – brilliantly executed to be sure in many Brazilian cases – that gives the copy 
its transformative power. In other words, its power resides precisely in the display of 
likeness, in a replication of the model in new places. Paradoxically, it is this replication of 

2 It is widely heard in Brazil that Niemeyer’s architecture has a baroque aspect. Such comments point to 
the curving and ‘lyrical’ lines of his massing and to the iconic quality of some of his forms. The Cathedral 
in Brasília is a good example of the latter, readily recognisable as a ‘crown of thorns’ or ‘two hands in 
prayer’, as many people describe it. I argue that modernist urban planning is antithetical to baroque 
planning in theory and eliminates it in practice. I also show that it produces buildings that are always figural 
and that the dynamism of baroque cities depends on rhetorical principles other than iconicity. That some 
of Niemeyer’s are especially iconic says more about their ability to communicate quickly and effectively as 
‘one-liners’ than about any deeper baroque sensibility.

the same model in different locations that gives it the possibility of signifying a diversity of 
local narratives about being modern.3 

By the same token, the reproductions of autoconstructed popular modernism in Brazil are 
also original copies, creative and productive in their own right. It is far less important that 
popular modernist houses, like their cosmopolitan counterparts, combine modernist and 
non-modernist elements in sometimes contradictory ways – a flat stuccoed entablature 
behind which is hidden a pitched title roof or a modernist façade built on a rusticated 
stone base and enclosing a colonial plan. What is significant is that the appropriations 
and recombinations of this popular modernism succeeded in creating a massively legible 
narrative about being modern in Brazil, and therefore a diverse public to digest it through 
the invention of contemporary life written, commented on, and read in architecture. 
To dismiss these houses as low quality, reject them as sources of aesthetic innovation, 
and ridicule them as kitsch, as Brazil’s own high modernist architects have done, is to 
miss something fundamental about architecture itself as a record of human aspiration and 
achievement.

Replication establishes the possibility of diverse publics who can speak the same language. 
But its realisation – that is, the transformation of the copy into a generative transplant 
with a life of its own – depends on local conditions of production. In what follows, I 
contrast two decisive conditions of producing CIAM modernist architecture in Brazil, that 
of master planning and total design and what I describe as urban layering and contingency.

Modernist Master Planning and Total Design

My argument is that when modernist architecture is produced as a totally designed urban 
environment using modernist conventions of design and planning, the result tends to 
flatten both building and space into repetitious sameness, draining their vitality and interest. 
In contrast, when modernist architecture is produced in conditions of urban density 
sufficient to generate a layering of different kinds, lexicons, and uses of forms and spaces, 
the result animates both building and space, independent of the aesthetic coordination of 
the whole or the aesthetic merit of individual elements. To illustrate, I contrast several 
examples by Oscar Niemeyer. First, I discuss the spatial logic of modernist totalisation 
in planning and design, using the examples of a whole cityscape (Figure 1: Brasília) and a 
single building that assumes such a whole (Figure 2: the Memorial of Latin America in São 
Paulo). I then discuss the dense urban layering of a single building, Copan, in downtown 
São Paulo (Figures 3–10).

3 For a study of the politics and aesthetics of autoconstruction, see Holston (1991).
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As I have elsewhere developed an extensive critical analysis of modernist total design 
and master planning (see Holston 1989), assessing both its formal and social assumptions, 
methods and consequences, I only summarise some essential points here. CIAM’s principal 
paradigm of urban planning is to impose upon the existing city (or to lay out from scratch) 
a totality of new conditions that organises the entire cityscape in terms of the coherence 
of its spatial and functional logic. Thus its strategy for city making is totalisation. I have in 
mind not only entire cityscapes like Brasília, Dubai, Houston (or central Dallas, Detroit, 
Saint Louis and so forth), Eastern European ‘new cities’ and U.S. suburban developments. I 
also refer to fragments of the total vision that assume the modernist whole in relation to 
their site and surroundings regardless of function, from a business sector like Berrini to a 
single building like the Memorial of Latin America, both in São Paulo.

In its standard expression, the functional logic of modernist total planning insists on a 
separation of the urban ‘functions’ into zones of residence, commerce, work, traffic, 
recreation and administration, with entire sectors of the city devoted uniformly to one 

Figure 2: Memorial of Latin 
America, site plan, 2009.

Figure 1: Brasília, view (back to 
front): Lake, Esplanade of the 
Ministries, Cultural Sectors (with 
Cathedral), Public Service and State 
Enterprise Sectors, Residential 
Sectors, and Banking Sectors, 1981.

zone. Nevertheless, in state-sponsored examples such as Brasília, an additional kind of 
homogenisation often occurs. On the one hand, the modern master plan displaces institutions 
traditionally centred in a private sphere of social life to a new state-sponsored public 
sphere of residence and work. On the other, its architecture renders illegible what used 
to be (in non- or pre-modernist contexts) taken-for-granted representational distinctions 
between these institutions. Its strategy of total design is thus a double defamiliarisation. As 
a result, for example, the functions of work and residence in Brasília lose their traditional 
separation when the latter is assigned on the basis of work affiliation, as it was generally 
until 1965 and still is in some sectors. Hence, Bank of Brazil employees reside in one 
superquadra, those of the Air Force Ministry in another, those of Congress in yet another, 
and so forth. In addition, these functions become architecturally indistinguishable as the 
buildings of work and residence receive similar massing and fenestration and thereby 
lose their traditional symbolic differentiation. The newer residential superblocks in 
Brasília address the estrangement this erosion of differences caused among inhabitants 
by significantly increasing the amount of solid exterior wall in relation to window and by 
emphasising balconies for each apartment to distinguish buildings of residence from those 
of work.4 

4 The original intended defamiliarisations were brutally effective. Most people who move to Brasília 
experience them with trauma. In fact, the first generation of inhabitants coined a special expression for 
this shock of total design, brasilite or ‘Brasília-itis’. As one resident told me, ‘Everything in Brasília was 
different. It was a shock, an illusion, because you didn’t understand where people lived, or shopped, or 
worked or socialized.’ Another said, ‘even the tombstones are standardised.’ Another common instance 
of disorientation is the sense of exposure residents experience inside the transparent glass façades of 
their modernist apartment buildings. With considerable irony, residents nicknamed their transparent 
glass boxes ‘the candango’s television set’ – meaning that a poor man (the candango, Brasília’s pioneering 
construction worker) could find nightly entertainment by standing in front of an apartment block to watch 
the interior drama of middle-class life revealed on the big screen of the illuminated façade. In response to 
this perceived assault on their privacy, which some link to the moralising gaze of a new state-sponsored 
public sphere, residents resist by putting up every kind of visual barrier – curtains, blinds, potted plants, 
even birdcages. It is as a response to this problem of exposure that the newer non-transparent façades of 
increased wall solids and recessed balconies became prominent.
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context from the terrace of Edifício 
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As I have elsewhere developed an extensive critical analysis of modernist total design 
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Figure 2: Memorial of Latin 
America, site plan, 2009.

Figure 1: Brasília, view (back to 
front): Lake, Esplanade of the 
Ministries, Cultural Sectors (with 
Cathedral), Public Service and State 
Enterprise Sectors, Residential 
Sectors, and Banking Sectors, 1981.
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It is in the application of its spatial logic, however, that modernism achieves an unrelenting 
totalisation of urban life that, once installed, can only be changed by breaching the model 
itself. The development of this logic derives from CIAM modernism’s elimination of the 
corridor street (the street edged with continuous building façades) as its prerequisite for 
modern urban organisation – a plan of attack Le Corbusier announced as ‘the death of the 
street’ in 1929. In its critique of the cities and society of European capitalism, CIAM vilified 
the street as a place of disease and criminality and as a structure of private property 
that impedes modern development. Above all, modernist architecture attacked the street 
because it constitutes an architectural organisation of the public and private domains of 
social life that modernist architecture sought to overturn. 

This organisation is constituted in terms of a contrast between the street system of 
public spaces (voids) and the residential system of private buildings (solids). In the kind 
of pre-industrial urbanism that modernism attacks, streets and squares are framed by 
façades built edge-to-edge and perceived as having the shape these frames make. Thus, 
streets and squares are spaces that have form, usually perceived as figures of rectangular 

Figure 4: Copan, view of entrance 
‘hub’ on Av. Ipiranga, 2009

Figure 5: Copan, site plan, 2009.

volume. This figural perception creates the impression that the continuous building façades 
are the interior walls of outdoor rooms, the public rooms of the city. The street-walls 
are, accordingly, ornamented, and the street-rooms furnished with benches, sculpture, 
fountains and other amenities to nurture the social interactions that take place in them. 
The corridor street-system of spaces is thus the architectural context of the outdoor 
public life of pre-industrial cities.

The spatial principle of this urbanism is not only that streets and squares are figural voids 
in contrast to the ground of the solids around them. Just as fundamentally, it is also that 
these voids and solids are reversibly both figure and ground. Although space is consistently 
figural and building ground, these relations are easily reversed to signify public monuments 
and civic institutions. Think of churches and city halls gesturing to their publics as buildings 
broken away from the anonymous ribbon of street façades, given sculptural massing and 
set into urban squares that become ground to their figural volumes. This reversal of 
figure and ground is the key rhetorical principle of the architectural organisation of the 
preindustrial city, articulating its social values through processions of ambivalent solids 
and voids.

By eliminating the corridor street, modernism ruptures this system of architectural 
signification. Whereas pre-industrial baroque cities (such as Ouro Preto in Brazil) provide 
an order of public and private by juxtaposing architectural conventions of repetition 
(ground) and exception (figure), the modernist city (such as Brasília) is conceived as 
the antithesis both of this mode of representation and of its represented sociopolitical 
order. In the modernist city, vast areas of continuous space without exception form the 
perceptual ground against which the solids of buildings emerge as sculptural figures. There 
is no relief from this absolute division of architectural labour: space is always treated as 
continuous and never as figural; buildings always as sculptural and never as background. 
The consequences of this total inversion are profound. By asserting the primacy of open 

Figure 6: Copan, view of western 
elevation and urban layering, 2009..
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space, volumetric clarity, pure form and geometric abstraction, modernism not only 
initiates a new vocabulary of form. More radically, it inverts the entire mode of perceiving 
architecture, turning it inside out – as if the figural solids of the modernist city have 
been produced in the mould of the figural voids of pre-industrial urbanism. Furthermore,  
the modernist city negates the reversals of the traditional code by insisting on the 
immutability of the terms: by establishing the absolute supremacy of continuous nonfigural 
void, it transforms the ambivalence of pre-industrial planning into a monolithic spatial 
order. Reversals are now impossible. Modernism has imposed a total and totalising new  
urban order.

While this order is obvious at the scale of an entire city built de novo, like Brasília, the 
destructive nature of its antagonism to the old urbanism is most palpable when the 
two collide in single building projects. This is because one of the distinctive features of 
modernist planning is that it refuses any dialogue (other than rejection) with existing 

Figure 7: Copan, view along Av. 
Ipiranga, 2009.

urban conditions. Its unrelenting decontextualisation is evident, for example, in the march 
of Le Corbusier’s Cartesian Towers across the old Paris in his Plan Voisin (1925) or 
in Hilberseimer’s proposed levelling of central Berlin (1927) to clear the ground for an 
overlay of gigantic superblocks. Niemeyer’s Memorial of Latin America inaugurated in 
central São Paulo in 1989 is a contemporary example, though not quite as dramatic, of 
the insertion of a modernist project into the fabric of an existing city. It is an ensemble of 
freestanding objects – including nine pavilions – set on two enormous expanses of grey 
concrete (more than 84,000 square meters in total). A wide pre-existing street separates 
the two parts, which are connected by a pedestrian bridge overhead. The site is a difficult 
one, bounded on one side by a major thoroughfare and on another by train tracks. Yet, 
rather than engage the dense residential and commercial streets of the neighbourhood 
of Barra Funda that converge on the other sides, its site planning is resolutely detached 
and self-referential. It makes no accommodation to these streets, no recognition of the 
neighbourhood, no effort to bring the city to it. Its planning logic of figural objects set 
in open space is not, however, that of ‘pavilions-in-the-park’ or sculpture garden, as its 
intention is not to be a neighbourhood or city park at all. In fact, there are no areas with 
trees and grass anywhere that invite people to relax.

Rather, its project is to be a ‘memorial’ – a remembrance and celebration – of Latin 
American peoples, cultures, arts, and politics. It is intended as a place where the local 
(Brazilian) encounters the continental (Latin American) in a Civic Square, as the open space 
of the entrance slab is called. Distributed around this space and its other part are various 
buildings, including the Latin American Library, the Tiradentes Events Room (with panels 
depicting Latin American’s colonial history), the Simón Bolivar Auditorium, the Pavilion 
of Creativity (permanent collection of popular arts), and the Annex of Congressionalists 
(for diplomatic and academic activities). As a place to discover, disseminate and integrate 
‘the vision’ of a greater Latin America, ‘its vocation is’, according to official information, 
‘the encounter of crowds, with a capacity for at least 30,000 people.’ As a modernist set 
piece, it thus reproduces the social and spatial assumptions of the entire model of CIAM 
urbanism, rejecting the local urban present in favour of the inspiration of a primordial past 
and the promise of a different future. 

The problem is that there is no encounter of crowds. Except for major staged events 
and occasional tourists, the Civic Square of the Memorial is almost always empty, an 
enormous expensive expanse of (now stained and dirty) concrete devoid of life, an island 
of modernism bereft of the crowds and encounters of urban life in a city teeming with 
them. Just as in the open spaces of Brasília – in its Plaza of the Three Powers or Esplanade 
of the Ministries or the green areas of the Superquadras – the modernist spatial paradigm 
produces no active, informal, daily urban public. To the contrary, its reiterations in Brazilian 
cities doubly deaden their vibrant outdoor public life. 
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On the one hand, when rendered as sculpture, always figure, architecture loses its ability 
to provoke a diversity of appreciations and surprises. It becomes, in effect, an ensemble of 
repetitious ‘one-liners’, fixed in people’s minds – when they think about it at all. Individual 
buildings remain self-contained outlines signifying a single form (a rectangle, cylinder, 
curve) or image (spaceship, crown, sails, waves, bird) that once established hardly changes. 
At the same time, this totalising modernist design transforms space into mere background 
to figural objects. It eliminates the possibility of ambivalent encounters between the two, 
establishing a uniform condition in which space loses the plasticity to become architectural 
form (i.e., figural void) and the vitality to be a container of social life, an outdoor room that 
nurtures social interaction. To the contrary, modernist monolithic space alienates social 
life, driving it into privatised and secured interiors. Under these conditions of production, 
whether applied to an entire city or a single set piece, the propagation of the modernist 
paradigm soon loses its affinity with innovation and experiment. Instead of being original 
and generative, its copies become dead letter.

Layered Modernism

I turn now to a counter-example by the same architect in the same city to show that 
under different urban conditions, modernist architecture can animate building, space and 
public. Two conditions are crucial to this animation: compelling modernist constructions 
to maintain and accommodate a street-system of public spaces in plan and elevation (in 
the case at hand, pre-existing), and producing them in contexts of sufficient density to 
generate a multivalent layering of forms and spaces. In most cases, the first condition 
tends to foster the second.

Not far from the Memorial are the old central neighbourhoods of São Paulo that were 
built up in the 1940s, ’50s, and ’60s with modern residential and office towers: República, 

Figure 8: Copan, side ‘civic square’, 
2009.

Consolação, Vila Buarque, Anhangabau, Sé, among others. One block from the Republic 
Square and two from the famous intersection of the avenues São João and Ipiranga, set on 
a deep lot in the middle of its block that fronts onto Ipiranga, and surrounded on all sides 
by buildings of different shapes, sizes and surfaces that grew up over the same decades, 
is Copan, an enormous curvilinear housing block designed by Niemeyer and completed 
in 1953 (see Figures 3–10). It has 38 floors above ground and two below and a total 
constructed area of 116,000m². Its 32 residential floors are raised by pilotis and walls 
above a four-storey commercial space. They contain 1,160 apartments of various sizes, 
currently housing approximately 5,000 residents. Articulated as layers of brises soleils, 
Copan’s principal western façade undulates along the curve of a small side street (Unai) 
that defines an inner edge of the lot. This curve wraps around its main entrance on Ipiranga 
(Figure 4) and flows away along the other side street (Araujo). At this hub, the curve 
draws the sidewalks of these streets and their pedestrian crowds into the building, to walk 
along open-air, double-height passageways that are lined with 72 shops, restaurants, and 
offices, 20 elevators to the upper floors, and one cinema (today an Evangelical church).

Figure 10: View of Copan and 
neighboring buildings seen from  
a nearby street, 2009.

Figure 9: Copan, play of solids and 
voids seen from side ‘civic square’, 
2009.
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Copan supports the dense streetscapes of downtown in three fundamental ways. It does 
so, moreover, not on staged occasions but in everyday urban life. First, it receives the 
pedestrian traffic of neighbourhood streets into its commercial space directly from the 
sidewalks along their entire length (Figure 5). As people walk, they can enter the building 
at almost any point along Araujo, Ipiranga, and Unai. Being porous to these sidewalks 
along its ground floor, it thus maintains and extends the street-system of public space, 
offering pedestrians both continuation and destination. In doing so, it articulates in its own 
body the principal ‘functions’ of city living – work, residence, shopping, entertainment and 
traffic – by means of the public space of streets.

Second, although open to the sidewalks, the building maintains the edges of the streets 
that border it. The body of the building is not set back but built out to the lot lines at 
the sidewalks. Moreover, the façade in elevation does not step away from these sidewalk 
lines but follows them on both sides. Although the curving side street Unai pulls the 
building away from Ipiranga, it becomes parallel to the main street after the curve. Thus 
Copan’s great vertical face follows the line of Ipiranga along this street. As it slips behind 
the considerably lower tower of its neighbour, its massive elevation therefore reinforces 
Ipiranga, forming part of its container wall and maintaining its quality as a figural space (see 
Figures 6, 7, and 4).

Finally, the street level of Copan is a place of intense sociality. Every time I have been there 
– now many times over several decades – the open commercial area has always been 
full of people. Not only do people use the stores and offices, but I also see them having 
conversations in small clusters in the open but still protective spaces of the passageways 
that flow off the street. They stand together in front of a coffee bar having an espresso; 
even more, they chat at one spot or another in meetings of twos and threes, perhaps 
impromptu or perhaps arranged, but obviously with a sense that they can be both public and 
private at the same time. Thus it is not only or even mostly the instrumentality of shopping 
that brings these people into conversation. People meet there because the architected 
spaces foster a public and in that sense civic sensibility about urban conversation. These 
are reliably good spaces for a quick, informal talk. 

Especially compelling about this urban architecture is the way it creates these civic spaces. 
They are not produced by Copan alone. They result from the density of many streets and 
buildings, a co-production. Thus even the exterior space at the side of Copan between 
it and its neighbourhood – in fact an intersection of streets – functions like a small civic 
square (Figure 8). Such a space would no doubt be merely no-man’s land if these building 
had been given typical modernist planning and pulled into their lots away from the 
streets. Instead, where Unai intersects with another small side street (a dead-end one 
called Vila Normanda in Figure 5 but today renamed), the buildings in proximity create 
a small, relatively intimate and quiet outdoor room, supported by a café with chairs on 

the sidewalk on one side, frequented by pedestrians but rarely a car, and populated by 
clusters of people in conversation.

What creates this outdoor public room, this figural void, is the dense layering of modernist 
buildings that engage each other in their own conversations. They are able to do so 
precisely because they remain on and open to the streets, rather than following the typical 
modernist site planning of being detached from the streets. The street logic of this site 
planning ensures a density of construction sufficient to generate an urban montage in which 
solids and voids discourse with each other as figures and ground. To create this dialogue, 
the buildings do not have to be contiguous, as in the older urbanism. In central São Paulo, 
in fact, they are mostly freestanding. However, they are proximate enough to ensure that 
the spaces between them become figural voids in the dynamic tension generated between 
their surfaces, as seen by pedestrians from different perspectives (Figures 7 and 9).

Furthermore, as Figures 7 and 9 illustrate, this density generates a play between figural 
solids and figural voids, as figure and ground shift back and forth between building and 
space. For the pedestrian, this perceptual play is full of surprises. Standing in the ‘civic 
square’ at the side of Copan, I look up to see intriguing shapes and volumes, reversible 
figures and ground (Figure 9). Looking across the city or walking up a neighbourhood 
street (Figures 6 and 10), I perceive Copan sometimes as ground revealing other shapes 
– the round tower of the old Hilton Hotel, for example – and sometimes as an undulating 
figure. This perceptual play produces an interesting and engaging cityscape for people, 
especially pedestrians.

As Figures 3 and 6 show, central São Paulo is a chaos of tall buildings, a city ‘standing up’. 
There is no aesthetic coordination of this extraordinary density, other than the distribution 
of buildings along the street system of traffic (itself intense and chaotic). Rather, the eye 
perceives in any direction a montage of superimpositions, clashing juxtapositions, collages 
of contradictory materials and styles. Many of the individual elements in this montage could 
justifiably be described as aesthetically impoverished, if not ‘ugly’. Yet these judgements 
are simply irrelevant to the excitement of the city’s dense layering: One happenstance 
view along the sidewalk (Figure 10) reveals four modern styles of building clashing against 
each other, a juxtaposition that makes one think (even without especially wanting to, even 
if half unconsciously) about the nature of architecture, about what it means to construct 
and inhabit a city.

In the montage of São Paulo’s cityscape, Copan is one piece, a remarkable one to be sure, 
but one piece of an ensemble in which the ordinary and the ugly also become interesting 
for their participation. Such transformation exemplifies the creativity and exhilaration of 
modern urbanism. However, it is a modernism very different from that of Brasília and 
the Memorial. Its copies and transplants – hundreds of buildings with similar fenestration 
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Copan supports the dense streetscapes of downtown in three fundamental ways. It does 
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body the principal ‘functions’ of city living – work, residence, shopping, entertainment and 
traffic – by means of the public space of streets.

Second, although open to the sidewalks, the building maintains the edges of the streets 
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lines but follows them on both sides. Although the curving side street Unai pulls the 
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Copan’s great vertical face follows the line of Ipiranga along this street. As it slips behind 
the considerably lower tower of its neighbour, its massive elevation therefore reinforces 
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the sidewalk on one side, frequented by pedestrians but rarely a car, and populated by 
clusters of people in conversation.
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planning ensures a density of construction sufficient to generate an urban montage in which 
solids and voids discourse with each other as figures and ground. To create this dialogue, 
the buildings do not have to be contiguous, as in the older urbanism. In central São Paulo, 
in fact, they are mostly freestanding. However, they are proximate enough to ensure that 
the spaces between them become figural voids in the dynamic tension generated between 
their surfaces, as seen by pedestrians from different perspectives (Figures 7 and 9).

Furthermore, as Figures 7 and 9 illustrate, this density generates a play between figural 
solids and figural voids, as figure and ground shift back and forth between building and 
space. For the pedestrian, this perceptual play is full of surprises. Standing in the ‘civic 
square’ at the side of Copan, I look up to see intriguing shapes and volumes, reversible 
figures and ground (Figure 9). Looking across the city or walking up a neighbourhood 
street (Figures 6 and 10), I perceive Copan sometimes as ground revealing other shapes 
– the round tower of the old Hilton Hotel, for example – and sometimes as an undulating 
figure. This perceptual play produces an interesting and engaging cityscape for people, 
especially pedestrians.

As Figures 3 and 6 show, central São Paulo is a chaos of tall buildings, a city ‘standing up’. 
There is no aesthetic coordination of this extraordinary density, other than the distribution 
of buildings along the street system of traffic (itself intense and chaotic). Rather, the eye 
perceives in any direction a montage of superimpositions, clashing juxtapositions, collages 
of contradictory materials and styles. Many of the individual elements in this montage could 
justifiably be described as aesthetically impoverished, if not ‘ugly’. Yet these judgements 
are simply irrelevant to the excitement of the city’s dense layering: One happenstance 
view along the sidewalk (Figure 10) reveals four modern styles of building clashing against 
each other, a juxtaposition that makes one think (even without especially wanting to, even 
if half unconsciously) about the nature of architecture, about what it means to construct 
and inhabit a city.

In the montage of São Paulo’s cityscape, Copan is one piece, a remarkable one to be sure, 
but one piece of an ensemble in which the ordinary and the ugly also become interesting 
for their participation. Such transformation exemplifies the creativity and exhilaration of 
modern urbanism. However, it is a modernism very different from that of Brasília and 
the Memorial. Its copies and transplants – hundreds of buildings with similar fenestration 
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and massing, specific tokens derived from general types (like Copan itself in relation to 
Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation) – belong to a street-based and multi-layered cityscape 
that creates a participatory public of people and buildings engaging each other. By their 
collective effort, the sum becomes great urban architecture.
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Why is Contemporary Islamic Architecture Risking Banality?

nasser rabbat

Architecture in the Islamic World underwent a series of major shifts in the last two centuries, 
which is, significantly, the period of Western colonial dominance and its aftermath. In fact, 
the definition of an Islamic architecture itself is a European idea that owes its genesis 
to the post-Enlightenment project that aimed to collect, classify, and codify all available 
knowledge about all cultures. That early conception of Islamic architecture was rather 
romantic and essentialist, aside from not having bothered to differentiate between the 
various historical strands of architecture within the Islamic world. It managed, nonetheless, 
to inform most of the architectural production of the 19th and early 20th century in the 
recently colonised Islamic countries as well as the fantastic Oriental follies in Europe. 
But the historically eclectic and heavily ornamental architecture it created lost a lot of its 
appeal by the middle of the 20th century with the waning of direct colonial rule. National 
independence movements brought with them the more vocal and more aggressive 
categories of modernity, nationalism, and, later, socialism to represent the architecture of 
the recently established states. The new framework engendered some grand architectural 
and urban projects, such as commemorative monuments, large governmental complexes, 
and whole new administrative and industrial cities. It also generated extensive debates 
about regionalism and vernacular architecture as authentic illustration of the nation’s spirit, 
which produced idealistic villages, residential suburbs and community centers, in addition 
to villas for the artistically minded nationalist elites. This progressive stage, however, was 
succeeded and somewhat supplanted by the no less passionate discourse on religion as 
framer of identity that sprang forth in the 1980s primarily as a response to the failure of 
the nationalist regimes to fulfill the aspirations of their people. An indirect consequence 
to this ideological twist was that most new architecture built in the Islamic world after 
1980, though still following some international standards of form and function, began to 
pay homage to some notion of ‘Islamic architecture,’ even if sometimes only in the form 
of pastiche. 

This last stage, which we are still going through, runs the risk of completing a conceptual 
cycle of sorts and returning us to where we started, i.e., a narrowly defined, historically 
predetermined, and formally homogenised ‘Islamic architecture’. This possible, though 
probably never intended nor anticipated, outcome finds its causes in various trajectories. 




